
CE 560 Public Mass Transportation Name: _______jdf_____________ 

Test 1 solutions Fri. 18 February 2011 

OPEN BOOK AND NOTES  10:30-11:25 AM, Room 2107 CIVL 

Answer the test questions on the paper provided.  Express yourself clearly, legibly, and concisely!!  Put 
your name on the first sheet and your initials on each succeeding sheet you use.   

µ = 70.3, σ=12.1 

1. (16 points)  Public takeovers of transit operations.   Give a brief summary of the events and trends 
that led to the conversion of privately-owned transit operations to public operations.  A bullet list 
would be acceptable. 

• 1935 Public Utilities Holding Company Act eliminates low-cost power for 
transit and sources of funds to maintain equipment. 

• Competition from automobiles 

• Operating costs increase as revenues decline. 
• Deferred maintenance � equipment condition worsens 

• Ridership declines even more � bankruptcy 

• Public operations begin with government funds. 
 

2. Adopted Transit Operations.   Based on the handouts distributed by the ATO representatives on 14 
February 2011, answer the following questions. 
A. (6 points)  Which system has its entire bus fleet running on biodiesel fuel? 

South Bend Transpo 
B. (6 points)  Which systems have operating revenues that exceed operating expenses? 

Singapore MRT and Seoul, Korea 
C. (6 points)  Which system uses balloon routes? 

Singapore in 4 places, IndyGo on Green Line around Monument Circle, map of 
COTA appears to have a few less obvious ones. 
 

3. Let’s be reasonable.   Look at the “cost-efficiency” performance measures in the Metra handout. 
A. (9 points)  Do the three “cost-efficiency” performance measures match the definitions in CNotes 

Handout 22?  Document your answer. 

Vehicle efficiency  veh-mi/active veh  II in h/o 22.1 
Maintenance efficiency tot veh/maint $  IV in h/o 22.1 
Output/$   veh-mi/op exp  V on h/o 22.1 

B. (9 points)  Are the values for these three PMs reasonable?  What did you use as your frame of 
reference? 

0.717 mi/veh?  Maybe 300 da/yr * 12 hr/da * 20 mi/hr = 72,000 mi/yr?  Off 
by factor of 100,000?   
8.3e-6 veh/maint $?  Invert:  $120,482/veh/yr?  Seems very high. 
6.2e-7 veh-mi/$?  Invert:  $1,612,900/veh-mi?  Impossible! 
Refs to use:  Other ATO handouts, CNotes h/o 22.3, rough calcs with 
plausible values. 
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4. (16 points)  Build your own demand curve.  Draw a demand curve on the plot below using the data 
it contains.  Relabel the axes as needed.  Explain your method. 

Max fare for a CityBus ride 
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Demand curve is the dashed line in the plot.  Start with all 17 riders at fare = 
$0.00.  For fare = $0.50, subtract 1 of the 17 riders, because he/she would not 
pay $0.50.  At fare = $1.00, subtract 5 more riders who would not pay that amount, 
etc.  One rider would pay $2.00, but no more.  The demand curve is a mirror image 
of the “Max fare” plot. 
 
5. (16 points)  Survey shortcut?   A member of the CityBus staff saw my solutions to HW3 and asked 

me why face-to-face interviews were necessary.  He said, “I can provide detailed info on 
MyRideTEXT and smart phone inquiries, including the date, time, and stop requested.  For 
MyRideWEB, I can only provide the number of times the page is viewed, but would not be able to 
report on which stops are requested.”  Assess the pros and cons of using the “e-info” described by 
the staff member instead of employing face-to-face interviews at the Beering bus stop.  

Pros:   
• No need to bother waiting passengers 
• No need to use resources to properly conduct interviews. 
Cons:   
• MRWeb data does not include stop ID;  e-info from MRWeb is systemwide, 

while video data are for BEER stop only. 
• Cannot collect demographic data. 
• Multiple queries to MRWeb or MRText by same individual distorts extent of 

use of info systems. 
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• Even if stop is known, if multiple routes serve that stop, route ridden by 
passenger cannot be determined. 

Misc:   
• When using MRWeb, does each screen refresh count as a new viewing?  What 

about using MRWidget? 
• Can we develop useful relationships between (a) queries to MRWeb and 

MRText and (b) passenger boardings at BEER (or all stops) during the same 
time period? 
 

6.  (16 points)  Trust but verify.   Check data from a mature LRT system against the range of values of 
Traffic Density that Leroy Demery asserts is acceptable.  PMT = 185,577,298 per year and 51 
directional route miles.  Use 300 days per year to convert annual ridership to average weekday 
ridership.  Is the density you compute “acceptable” to Demery? 

δ = 
mirte

yrda

yrPMT

mirte

weekdayPMT

−










=
− 51

/300

/298,577,185

/
= 12,129.   

This is in the range 10,000<δ<18,000 that Demery prescribed. 


